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INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL

Donald Kula, Daniel Harris, Ian Amory
The most important duty of the Interfraternity Council is to administer the round of interfrat athletic contests. This year Delta Sigma Pi regained the Fraternity Athletic Championship in a convincing fashion, posting an unblemished 6-0 record. Starting with a one sided 48-0 victory over Alpha Delta Sigma in the first football game, the Delta Sig teams regained the Interfraternity Jock for the first time in two years. After Alpha Kappa Psi ran away from A.D.S. by an impressive score, the big game appeared to be a toss up. A well-drilled Delta Sig team, however, completely dominated the play and the final score was Delta Sig 35, Alpha Kappa Psi 0.

Basketball began much the same way with Alpha Kappa Psi and Delta Sigma Pi easily defeating Alpha Delta Sigma. Delta Sig pulled out a narrow nine point victory over A.K. Psi on the strength of key performances by varsity players, Al Gode and Brian Barefoot.

Softball season began with a spirited Alpha Delta Sigma team bowing to Delta Sig with a score of 19-5. After their victory over A.D.S., Alpha Kappa Psi came prepared to stop the Delta Sig sweep, fielding Dick Joseph as pitcher. Delta Sig, however, completed their undefeated season calling heavily on the seasoned pitching of Mike O'Neil to stop Alpha Kappa Psi 9-5.

The excellent job done by Carter Cooley, Donald Smith, and Wayne Roberts as athletic directors of their frats was appreciated by many as large crowds viewed nearly every event.
DELTA SIGMA PI
Under the direction of Ian Amory and his executive committee, Delta Sigma Pi enjoyed a very active and successful year. The fall term found the brothers at Harvard Stadium for a traditional inspection of Harvard's football team. The doors of THE PURPLE CARTER opened as a preview of things to come. On the athletic field Delta Sig's Tigers ripped through their opponents' lines to win the first phase of the interfraternity competition.

Winter term, of course, means rushing and pledging. The Gamma Upsilon Chapter initiated nineteen new men to carry on the traditions of Delta Sigma Pi in the future. Even with all this activity, the Tigers managed to squeak past their adversaries on the basketball court to capture the second phase of fraternity athletics.

In the spring term Delta Sig reopened the doors of THE PURPLE CARTER for fun and frivolity. The warm weekends found many brothers on Cape Cod for memorable beach parties. Ian Amory, as Sherlock Homely, provided the crowds with chuckles and belly laughs as he was elected Mayor of the campus. The sound of the softball bat gave Delta Sig the coveted Fraternity Athletic Award, as the Tigers turned in an undefeated season.

In keeping with the objectives of a business fraternity, the chapter took several field trips to business establishments such as the new Prudential Center and the Carlings Brewery and Bottling plant in Natick. Integrated with the field trips was a varied and comprehensive speaker program.
PURPLE GARTER